
Bob_AGM:
=/\==/\==/\=BEGIN MISSION=/\==/\==/\=

ACO_Cmdr_Landt:
::on bridge::

CSO_Ens_Darren:
::at science::

CMO_LT_Deb-Rief:
::cleaning up the medical bay::

TAC_Ens_Lee:
::at tactical::

FCO_Alexander:
::sitting at helm on standard patrol::

ENG_LtCmdr_McDowell:
::is in the shuttlebay, tweaking the newly built USS Corona, a prototype =ighter shuttle co-designed by him at the Theoretical Warp Conference::

ACO_Cmdr_Landt:
FCO: head for sector 666 ::hears dun, dun, dun music in the =ackground::

CMO_LT_Deb-Rief:
Ensign: you can go back to duty, those bones are healed now.........just =e more careful when playing parisis squares next time.

CSO_Ens_Darren:
::doing power re-routing from last chaotic experience::

FCO_Alexander:
XO: Aye Ma'am, plotting course for sector 666. ::lays in course for =ector 666::

ACO_Cmdr_Landt:
FCO: engage

FCO_Alexander:
XO: Course laid in heading to sector 666. How fast, Ma'am?

ACO_Cmdr_Landt:
FCO: warp 5

FCO_Alexander (Sound - warp.wav):
::engages engines to warp 5

Bob_AGM:
THE GENEVA WARPS TO SECTOR 666

CMO_LT_Deb-Rief:
::checks crew's activity log........::

FCO_Alexander:
XO: We have arrived at sector 666 Ma'am.

ACO_Cmdr_Landt:
CSO: once we reach sector 666, start running deep scans of the entire =ector.

CSO_Ens_Darren:
::Does scans all over area:: Aye ma'am

ENG_LtCmdr_McDowell:
::goes over final checks with the fighter, and exits out the bay, going =o Engineering:

ACO_Cmdr_Landt:
FCO: drop us out of warp and hold us here until we have completed =reparations for the mission.

TAC_Ens_Lee:
::scanning area::

FCO_Alexander:
XO: Aye Ma'am ::drops out of warp::

CSO_Ens_Darren (Sound - CONSOLE.wav):
::does some long range scans::

CMO_LT_Deb-Rief:
::checks supplies for more tricorders::

ACO_Cmdr_Landt:
::looks around and sees we're as ready as we'll ever be:: FCO: take us =lowly in.

TAC_Ens_Lee:
::keeping an eye out for Tzenkethi ships::

ENG_LtCmdr_McDowell (Sound - Console2.wav):
::does a quick diagnostic over all systems when he gets into =ngineering::

ACO_Cmdr_Landt:
CSO: how are those scans coming? Anything unusual yet?

CMO_LT_Deb-Rief:
Ensign Heyu: calibrate these tricorders please

ENG_LtCmdr_McDowell:
::finds things satisfactory::

FCO_Alexander:
::enters system on 1/4 impulse power:: XO: Aye Ma'am

CSO_Ens_Darren:
XO: Nothing yet................

ENG_LtCmdr_McDowell:
*Landt* Captain, I'd like to announce that our new fighter shuttle, the =orona, is ready for patrol.

CSO_Ens_Darren:
::this should be fun to watch::

Bob_AGM:
TZENKETHI SHIP APPROACHES THE GENEVA

FCO_Alexander:
TAC: Anything on sensors?

CSO_Ens_Darren:
::does a few more deep scanning::

TAC_Ens_Lee:
We have a Tzenkethi ship

ACO_Cmdr_Landt:
TAC: hail them

Tzenkethi:
#::raises shields::

TAC_Ens_Lee:
::hailing ship::

CSO_Ens_Darren:
::does scans on approaching ship::

Tzenkethi:
#::answers hail::

Tzenkethi:
#::scans approaching federation ship::

TAC_Ens_Lee:
XO: They've answered our hail

CSO_Ens_Darren:
XO: They raised their shields........

CMO_LT_Deb-Rief:
<Ensign Heyu> Rief: these are all calibrated, sir....

ACO_Cmdr_Landt:
Tzenkethi: We are here to help you with your investigation on the =issing ships in this sector. We are not looking for a fight...Is there =ny way we can help you?

TAC_Ens_Lee:
::standing by ... ::

CMO_LT_Deb-Rief:
Ensign heyu: ok, now, these medical lasers all need to be checked =oo,....

Tzenkethi:
#::looks over to first officer:: anything on scanners?

FCO_Alexander:
::plotting evasive course if necessary::

CSO_Ens_Darren:
::thinking:: Disaster must be on the agenda tonight::

Tzenkethi_First_Officer:
#Leader: The Federation is responsible for all the strange occurrences

TAC_Ens_Lee:
::feeling the tension::

ACO_Cmdr_Landt:
Tzenkethi

ENG_LtCmdr_McDowell:
::exits Engineering, and enters the TL to go to the Bridge:::

Tzenkethi:
#First officer: yes it is possible..

ACO_Cmdr_Landt:
Tzenkethi: We are not responsible. However, we would like to find out =ho is...

FCO_Alexander:
XO: Ma'am, I am sensing hostility from them.

CSO_Ens_Darren:
::Cardassians::

Tzenkethi_First_Officer:
#Leader: We should destroy them

Tzenkethi:
#::waves hand:: not yet....let us see what they have to say

CMO_LT_Deb-Rief:
::checks medical records to see who's next for physical::

ACO_Cmdr_Landt:
Tzenkethi: We are not responsible. However, we would like to find out =ho is...

Tzenkethi_First_Officer:
STRANGE AND MYSTERIOUS ANOMOLIES BEGIN TO APPEAR AROUNG THE TWO SHIPS

ENG_LtCmdr_McDowell:
::enters the Bridge::

Tzenkethi:
#COM: What are you doing to us now??

CSO_Ens_Darren:
XO: There is an anomaly appearing around the ship!!!!

ACO_Cmdr_Landt:
CSO: what's going on out there?

TAC_Ens_Lee:
ACO: Should we go to yellow alert?

Tzenkethi_First_Officer:
#Leader: See, they are attempting to destroy us even now.

CSO_Ens_Darren:
::scanning anomaly::

Tzenkethi:
#::looks over at first officer:: what is it??

FCO_Alexander:
XO: Now I am sensing fright and suspicion.

Tzenkethi:
#COM: Please stop what it is you are doing...

ACO_Cmdr_Landt:
TAC: yes. Yellow alert

TAC_Ens_Lee:
::Initiates Yellow Alert::

FCO_Alexander:
XO: I recommend we raise shields also

CSO_Ens_Darren:
::does all sorts of scans::

ACO_Cmdr_Landt:
FCO: do so.

Tzenkethi_First_Officer:
#::begins to look severely frightened::

TAC_Ens_Lee:
::Shields up::

Tzenkethi:
#::paces nervously::

ENG_LtCmdr_McDowell:
::goes over to his trusty console, logs on, and starts running some =eavy-duty Engineering-type scans of the anomalies::

CSO_Ens_Darren:
XO: I'm not sure but it's emitting a lot of energy...........

CMO_LT_Deb-Rief:
<Ensign Heyu> Rief: Sir, the energy level of the crew just jumped off =he scale, something's up........

CMO_LT_Deb-Rief:
::looks at bridge monitor::

CSO_Ens_Darren:
XO: I advise we leave the area....

CMO_LT_Deb-Rief:
Computer: viewer......

ENG_LtCmdr_McDowell:
XO: Agreed. The anomalies are a type of interspacial quantum fissure, =mitting dangerous amounts of gamma radiation.

CSO_Ens_Darren:
XO: That's what I got

TAC_Ens_Lee:
ACO: The channel is still open.

ACO_Cmdr_Landt:
ENG&CSO: We'll leave as soon as we tell the Tzenkethi ship.

FCO_Alexander:
::prepares to move the Geneva::

CSO_Ens_Darren:
XO: I'm sending the info to them ::sending info::

ACO_Cmdr_Landt:
Tzenkethi: The anomaly surrounding us poses a threat. I suggest we =oth leave this sector for now.

Tzenkethi_First_Officer:
STRANGE APPARITIONS BEGIN TO APPEAR ON VARIOUS DECKS OF THE TWO SHIPS

ACO_Cmdr_Landt:
FCO: Get us out of here!

Tzenkethi:
#::begins to look frightened::

ENG_LtCmdr_McDowell (Sound - Console.wav):
::warning buzzer goes off::

CMO_LT_Deb-Rief:
<Ensign Heyu> Rief: IT'S MY MOTHER, SIR.........do you see her!!?????

FCO_Alexander:
::engages at full impulse power::

CMO_LT_Deb-Rief:
Heyu: WHA ?? I don't see anything.......takes pulse

ENG_LtCmdr_McDowell:
CO: Sir, we can only go by impulse power. Warp drive is temporarily =ff-line due to the gamma radiation flood.

CSO_Ens_Darren:
::jumps out and sees old friend who died:: Tom!?!?:

FCO_Alexander:
XO: What heading Ma'am?

TAC_Ens_Lee:
::trying to pick the apparitions up on sensors::

Tzenkethi:
#::begins seeing all kinds of apparitions:: ::waves hands in the air:: =o away!!

CMO_LT_Deb-Rief:
Heyu: Sit down. There is nothing there........Let me check......

ACO_Cmdr_Landt:
FCO: To the border of this sector.

Tzenkethi:
#::looks at first officer:: Kill it!!

CSO_Ens_Darren:
::falls to ground in fright::

FCO_Alexander:
::plots course for the border and engages::

Tzenkethi_First_Officer:
#::attempts to flail wildly at the apparitions::

FCO_Alexander:
CSO: Are you all right? ::sensing fright::

CMO_LT_Deb-Rief:
<Heyu> Rief: Sir, she's been dead for 10 years, sir..........she died on =alloween night.......

CSO_Ens_Darren:
::sweat dripping from fore head::

TAC_Ens_Lee:
::getting kinda spooked::

CSO_Ens_Darren:
Get away!!!!!!!

ACO_Cmdr_Landt:
::sees Anniko hanging from the ceiling with a rope tied around his =eck...:: Oh my gosh! ::gasps::

CMO_LT_Deb-Rief:
Rief: Halloween, what's that?

FCO_Alexander:
XO: This is just your imagination, you must get control of yourself!!

Tzenkethi:
#First officer:: I said kill it!!!

ENG_LtCmdr_McDowell:
::looks up, and sees a ghost of his old childhood dog, Corky:: =h...my... ::looks away::

Tzenkethi_First_Officer:
#Leader: It must be the Federation ship, we should destroy it and =uickly, they're trying to use new weapons on us to subjugate us for =heir slave mines.

Tzenkethi:
#First officer:: load weapons!

FCO_Alexander:
CSO: What kind of reading are you getting from these apparitions?

ACO_Cmdr_Landt:
::the image looks at her and screams: it's all your fault and =isappears::

CSO_Ens_Darren:
::shakes head apparition disappears::

CMO_LT_Deb-Rief:
<Heyu> Rief: An Earth holiday, sir..... we tripped on her goodie bag and =ell in front of a hover craft

CSO_Ens_Darren:
All: What the....it was just there..

TAC_Ens_Lee:
::sees an old Naussican he killed long ago::

CSO_Ens_Darren:
::gets up::

Tzenkethi_First_Officer:
#::sees the Leaders head change into serpents and screams in panic::

ACO_Cmdr_Landt:
::tries to think clearly and rationally:: FCO: get us out of this =ector!

FCO_Alexander:
::due to Vulcan training, nothing is appearing to her::

ENG_LtCmdr_McDowell:
::runs a note over the system:: These ghosts are caused by alternate =uantum realities spilling over into this dimension.

CSO_Ens_Darren:
::goes back to science station::

Tzenkethi:
#::looks at first officer:: I said load weapons you moron!

CMO_LT_Deb-Rief:
Heyu: Wow, sorry to hear......you seem fine,,,,

ACO_Cmdr_Landt:
CSO: are you scanning the beings?

CSO_Ens_Darren:
::does a scan::

CSO_Ens_Darren:
XO:Yes::wiping sweat:

FCO_Alexander:
XO: We only have impulse power, we will be out of this sector in 30 =inutes.

Tzenkethi_First_Officer:
#::begins to draw weapons at the Leader and then thinks, "this is =mpossible."

ACO_Cmdr_Landt:
ENG: where's our warp power?

TAC_Ens_Lee:
<Jones>: *Lee*: Security is getting sent all over the ship! They're =verywhere!

CSO_Ens_Darren:
XO: We sorta plunged between an alternate dimension like Engineer said

CMO_LT_Deb-Rief:
<Heyu> Rief: Sir, she's standing right there..... She's =aving.......::closes eyes::

TAC_Ens_Lee:
::Hmm...Thinks if he can physically engage one of the apparitions::

Tzenkethi:
#::looks around panicked::

Tzenkethi_First_Officer:
THE SPACIAL ANOMOLY CONTINUES TO INTERRUPT WARP POWER FOR THE TWO SHIPS

CSO_Ens_Darren:
::does an temporal scan::

CMO_LT_Deb-Rief:
::looks around, sees nothing::

FCO_Alexander:
XO: You might want to broadcast ship wide that this is only their =maginations, and to focus on their duties.

Tzenkethi:
#::loads weapons ::

CSO_Ens_Darren:
::thinks deja vu::

ENG_LtCmdr_McDowell:
CO: I can't do anything about it. These quantum fissures are flooding =he core with bitrion radiation. To initiate a warp field M/AM reaction =ould be catastrophic.

TAC_Ens_Lee:
::wonders if the Tzenkethi are seeing Tzenkethi ghosts::

FCO_Alexander:
XO: This anomaly is causing incidents from their pasts to be replayed.

ACO_Cmdr_Landt:
*ALL*: Please focus on the duty at hand. The images we are seeing are =ot real. They cannot hurt us. Pay no attention to them. They are =nly in your minds.

CMO_LT_Deb-Rief:
::More people enter Med Bay, all complaining of seeing "visions"::

ACO_Cmdr_Landt:
TAC: Have the Tzenkethi left yet?

CSO_Ens_Darren:
XO:I could do a tachyon scan and try to figure out the source of this =roblem......

Tzenkethi:
#::tries to get ship to warp::

ACO_Cmdr_Landt:
CSO: do it Ensign.

CMO_LT_Deb-Rief:
*ACO* I'm getting a lot of the crew in here, complaining of these =isions.

CSO_Ens_Darren:
::does an tachyon scan::

Tzenkethi_First_Officer:
A YOUNG ENGINEERING ENSIGN BEGINS RANTING ABOUT SOMETHING... "WE'RE ALL =OING TO DIE!!!!"

TAC_Ens_Lee:
ACO: No, ma'am.

CSO_Ens_Darren:
*ENG*: Try to divert power to main systems into another pathway.

ACO_Cmdr_Landt:
*Tzenkethi*: Are you experiencing the same visions as we are?

FCO_Alexander:
XO: Have medical give them a mild tranquilizer to calm them.

FCO_Alexander:
XO: That will help them focus on reality and not their pasts.

ENG_LtCmdr_McDowell:
::runs some rerouting simulations, coming up with nothing:: It just =on't work. Main power is flucuating at the source, inside the warp core =tself.

Tzenkethi:
#COM: visions??? How are you doing these things??

Tzenkethi_First_Officer:
#Leader: we should target anything that threatens us and destroy them =efore we go completely mad.

CSO_Ens_Darren:
XO: Sir, with your permission I'm going to send all the info that we =iscover to the Tzenkethi?

Tzenkethi:
#first officer: i told you arm all weapons...

ACO_Cmdr_Landt:
*Tzenkethi*: we're not. We are currently trying to find out what or =ho is.

ACO_Cmdr_Landt:
CSO: make it so

Tzenkethi_First_Officer:
#Leader: Weapons are all armed and ready, Leader.

CSO_Ens_Darren:
::sending info::

CMO_LT_Deb-Rief:
::treats patients with a mild alcohol sedative and send them to their =uarters:: If you feel better, report back to duty .......

TAC_Ens_Lee:
CSO: Can we trace the "ghost sightings" to any strange particles, or =missions present at the scene?

Tzenkethi:
#First Officer: prepare to fire

CSO_Ens_Darren:
XO: as matter of fact I'm getting a lot of tachyon emissions that could =e part of the problem

FCO_Alexander:
XO: 15 minutes until we are out of this space.

ACO_Cmdr_Landt:
FCO: try changing our course slightly. See if the images disappear if =e divert from this path. But keep going toward the border.

CSO_Ens_Darren:
XO: Or the source of the problem I can't be sure

FCO_Alexander:
::changes plot, keeping the heading towards the border of this space::

ACO_Cmdr_Landt:
CSO: tachyon emissions? Do you have a theory where they could be =oming from?

TAC_Ens_Lee:
CSO: Perhaps if we neutralize the emissions, we could neutralize =he...."Phenomenon"

Tzenkethi:
#::continues trying to alighn arms through the visions::

CMO_LT_Deb-Rief:
<Heyu> Rief: sir, she's gone.........she just faded......

Q:
Captain: Well, what do you think of my little "Trick or Treat?"

CSO_Ens_Darren:
XO: Sir it's been shown in recent temporal activates that we have this =orta result

CSO_Ens_Darren:
XO: Or the Q

ENG_LtCmdr_McDowell:
::bangs head on console:: Not him again...

FCO_Alexander:
::looks up and sees Q::

TAC_Ens_Lee:
::quite disturbed at Q's presence::

ACO_Cmdr_Landt:
Q: what do you think you're doing?!

FCO_Alexander:
O: Welcome Q, ::grins at him::

CSO_Ens_Darren:
Q: How are you doing today?

Q:
Capt.: Wait, you're not the Captain?

CMO_LT_Deb-Rief:
::looks at bridge monitor.....Oh no, not him::

ENG_LtCmdr_McDowell:
I oughta figure out a way to polarize the hull so that every time he =omes here, he gets a nice SHOCK.

Q:
XO: Don't tell me, he's not here again?

ACO_Cmdr_Landt:
Q: I'm acting as captain. Tucker is under medical care =urrently...you'll have to deal with me.

TAC_Ens_Lee:
::wants to pull a phaser on Q,, but knows he'd just zap the console =ehind him::

Q:
XO: Oh well, no matter, you humans all look the same anyway...

CSO_Ens_Darren:
::Whispers:: TAC: Why can't they just leave us alone...

CMO_LT_Deb-Rief:
::Pumpkins start appearing on all the med bay beds.......::

ACO_Cmdr_Landt:
Q: What do you want?!

Q:
XO: Well, what do you think?

CMO_LT_Deb-Rief:
::What the devil???::

ENG_LtCmdr_McDowell:
::Is taken aghast by Q's comment::

TAC_Ens_Lee:
::Whispers back to CSO:: We're their toys...you know?

FCO_Alexander:
Q: Thanks for the Halloween surprise, but we have a mission we need to =omplete.

Q:
XO: Oh, you mean those little things????

ACO_Cmdr_Landt:
Q: I think you're here to annoy us. But we really do need to complete =ur mission.

CMO_LT_Deb-Rief:
*ACO* would you please have Q remove all these pumpkins from my medical =ay....

CSO_Ens_Darren:
::Whispers back:: TAC: First the Enterprise then DS9, now us what =uck.....

Q:
GHOSTS, GOULS AND GOBLINS BEGIN TO SWIRL AND WIRL AROUND THE GENEVA

ENG_LtCmdr_McDowell:
::since nothing can be done, sits back into his chair to watch the =ireworks show::

FCO_Alexander:
::gets up and goes over to XO and whispers:: XO: If you just go along =ith him, he will leave.

ACO_Cmdr_Landt:
Q: I'm sure you think this is amusing, but we'd appreciate it if you =ould remove the pumpkins and other Halloween paraphernalia from the =hip.

CMO_LT_Deb-Rief:
::sits down in office....I need a drink...........::

TAC_Ens_Lee:
::Wondering where the hell he got a bag of candy from::

FCO_Alexander:
::Notices the black cat walking across the bridge::

CSO_Ens_Darren:
::Feeling no enjoyment in this::

Q:
XO: Oh, but that wouldn't be very sporting of me would it?

ENG_LtCmdr_McDowell:
::a flying fabric replica of a ghost comes bobbling down in front of =im...McDowell immediately knocks it away, into Q's face::

ACO_Cmdr_Landt:
Q: what do you want? A bag of candy?

CSO_Ens_Darren:
Q:What is your reason for being here?

Q:
XO: Here I've gone to all this trouble to bring a little something into =our meager little lives...

CMO_LT_Deb-Rief:
*ACO* Would you please have Q escort his child on a Halloween hunt and =eave us alone.........

FCO_Alexander:
::really enjoying the creativity that Q has employed, wishing the rest =f the crew would::

Q:
XO: and what thanks do I get...

CSO_Ens_Darren:
:::finds the cat to be cute and picks it up and pets it::

FCO_Alexander:
::watches as CSO gets into the swing of things::

Q:
AND WITH THE SNAP OF A FINGER, THE TZENKETHI SHIP DISAPPEARS

CSO_Ens_Darren:
::thinks: The Q not as bad as he thought::

CSO_Ens_Darren:
::Thinks: Never mind::

ACO_Cmdr_Landt:
Q: What did you do to the Tzenkethi ship?!

CSO_Ens_Darren:
::still pets cat:;

TAC_Ens_Lee:
::checking sensors........Gone?::

ACO_Cmdr_Landt:
::is getting very annoyed::

FCO_Alexander:
::walks back to her chair and sit down, watching the havoc that Q is =rying to start::

CSO_Ens_Darren:
::does a scan::

Q:
XO: Oh them? I sent them scurrying back to where ever they came from...

TAC_Ens_Lee:
::now really annoyed::

ENG_LtCmdr_McDowell:
::gets up, walks over to the CSO:: Mind if I have a chance at the cat?

CSO_Ens_Darren:
ENG: Sure

FCO_Alexander:
::if everyone would just relax and enjoy, Q would leave::

ENG_LtCmdr_McDowell:
::gently picks up the cat, and sits back down into his chair. The cat =ontentedly plops down in his lap::

CSO_Ens_Darren:
::picks up pumpkin:: Interesting design....

Q:
ON A WHIM, Q SNAPS HIS FINGERS AND EVERYONE IS SUDDENLY IN A HALLOWEEN =OSTUME

ENG_LtCmdr_McDowell:
::clothes change into an old Earth candy...an M&M::

FCO_Alexander:
Q: This is wonderful!! Thank you, I always wanted to be Cinderella!!!

CSO_Ens_Darren:
::eeeek::

ACO_Cmdr_Landt:
::looks down to see herself in a most unfitting costume::

TAC_Ens_Lee:
::what the hell???::

FCO_Alexander:
::looks down at her ballroom gown::

ACO_Cmdr_Landt:
::thinks, why did he pick me to be an air head cheerleader?!::

CSO_Ens_Darren:
::thinks: This costume isn't that bad::

FCO_Alexander:
Q: We need a witch on a broom stick!!!

Q:
All: There, maybe that'll get you all in the proper mood.

ENG_LtCmdr_McDowell:
FCO: Trish!!! Don't get him started!!! He'll put the Captain on the =room!

FCO_Alexander:
XO: We are now at sector 666 border.

CSO_Ens_Darren:
Q:I enjoy your gifts and other stuff......but what happen to the ship?

Q:
XO: well, at least you're not as stuffy as the other "Federation" =hip....

ENG_LtCmdr_McDowell:
Q: And which one was that?

TAC_Ens_Lee:
Q: Speak for yourself.

FCO_Alexander:
Q: We all enjoy a good time Q ::smiling beguilingly at Q::

ACO_Cmdr_Landt:
Q: put back all the Tzenkethi ships and I'll go along with your little =ame.

TAC_Ens_Lee:
:: annoyed at the length of the dress that he's wearing::

TAC_Ens_Lee:
Q: You could have at least shaved my legs...

Q:
XO: Oh you silly little thing, haven't you figured it all out yet, there =sn't another ship. This was all just to try and bring a little levity =nto your meager little lives...

TAC_Ens_Lee:
::wants to go hide::

CSO_Ens_Darren:
::thinks: Not a bad idea......::

ACO_Cmdr_Landt:
Q: Our lives have enough levity thank you very much.

Q:
XO: But alas, all my efforts go unappreciated

FCO_Alexander:
::shakes her head at Andrea::

CSO_Ens_Darren:
Q: I appreciate them

FCO_Alexander:
Q: How is Jean-Luc?

ACO_Cmdr_Landt:
::decides to go along with it...for a while...::

Q:
XO: Well, I guess I'll just have to let you wander back to your little =ar.....

ENG_LtCmdr_McDowell:
Q: It'd be nice.

FCO_Alexander:
Q: Bye Q.

Q:
XO: You'd think it was important or something

ACO_Cmdr_Landt:
Q: thank you.

CSO_Ens_Darren:
::pets cat one last time::

ENG_LtCmdr_McDowell:
Q: Well...It is...kinda, in a "mere mortal's" sense.

FCO_Alexander:
::really sad to see Q leave::

Q:
AND WITH THAT, Q SNAPS HIS FINGERS AND ALL RETURNS TO NORMAL

CSO_Ens_Darren:
::science station::

CMO_LT_Deb-Rief:
::sigh of relief::

Q:
AND Q VANISHES, LEAVING THE GENEVA IN THE MIDDLE OF NOWHERE

TAC_Ens_Lee:
::relieved to be back in uniform::

ACO_Cmdr_Landt:
::sighs::

CSO_Ens_Darren:
::does a scan of the area::

FCO_Alexander:
XO: The sensors are showing us in the middle of nowhere.

ACO_Cmdr_Landt:
CSO: are you picking up anything?

ENG_LtCmdr_McDowell:
::lets out a whistle, puts the cat down, and returns to his usual =ngineering stuff::

CSO_Ens_Darren:
XO:: Nothing in sight sir....

ENG_LtCmdr_McDowell (Sound - Console2.wav):
::computer beep::

ACO_Cmdr_Landt:
CSO: are there any pointers as to where he left us?

Q:
LAUGHING ALL THE WAY.... HAPPY HALLOWEEN TO ALL, AND TO ALL A =RIGHTENING NIGHT

ENG_LtCmdr_McDowell:
XO: Captain, warp drive's coming back online

Q:
MUHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA!!!

FCO_Alexander:
XO: We have returned to where we were before sector 666 Ma'am.

CSO_Ens_Darren:
XO: Well good question ::Looks a t FCO::

FCO_Alexander:
XO: What heading Ma'am?

Q:
=/\==/\==/\==END MISSION=/\==/\==/\=
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